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No Surprise

We might be less than perfect
And even though it's gone I know
It was worth it

Scenes from broken dreams begin to pass by
And as we turn out the lights
For the last time

It's no surprise I won't be here tomorrow
I can't believe that I stayed 'til today

Yeah you will never be a tough act to follow
And I know in time you'll find this was no surprise

Don't cry, just say goodbye
Now it's over
(And I know it's right, cause we both had time just to
think it over)
As I try to dry my eyes on your shoulder

It's no surprise I won't be here tomorrow
I can't believe that I stayed 'til today
There's nothing here in this heart left to borrow
There's nothing here in my soul left to say

Don't be surprised when we hate this tomorrow
God knows we've tried to find an easier way
Yeah you will never be a tough act to follow
And I know in time you'll find this was no surprise

Our favorite place we used to go
The world embraced that no one knows
The love we looked at's left your eyes
That's why this comes as no
As no surprise

It's no surprise I won't be here tomorrow
I can't believe that I stayed 'til today
There's nothing here in this heart left to borrow
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There's nothing here in my soul left to say

Don't be surprised when we hate this tomorrow
God knows we've tried to find an easier way
Yeah you will never be a tough act to follow
And I know in time you'll find this was no surprise

The kiss tonight it comes with me
The wrong and right are memories
The whispering before we sleep
Just one more thing that you can keep

Our favorite place we used to go
The world embraced that no one knows
The love we looked at's left your eyes
That's why this cause has no
Has no surprise
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